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Ad-hoc networks are vulnerable to blackhole attack. Blackhole attacker drops every incoming legitimate packet to exploit on-demand routing as well as data delivery in ad-hoc network. Blackhole attacker exploits on-demand routing by dropping route request packets. It drops route request packet instead of forwarding it and send route reply as if it has a valid route to destination. As a result, all data from source will be delivered towards blackhole attacker. In this paper, we have proposed a trusted approach to on-demand routing to defend blackhole attacker depending on our trust model with different level of trust computation. In our approach, Blackhole attackers are identified and isolated on the context of data forwarding. Analysis and simulation results justifies our proposal against blackhole attack for AODV, on-demand routing protocol in the form of Context Aware Trusted AODV Against Blackhole attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On-demand routing protocols in ad-hoc network are not able to strongly defend blackhole attacker. When source needs to communicate with its target destination, source begin the discovery process for requisite route by broadcasting Route REQuest packet (RREQ) which floods the network until destination is found. When destination or an intermediate node that has a valid route to destination receives RREQ, it sends back a Route REply Packet (RREP) towards source. Source receives several RREPs which reached the source after traversing through different routes from the destination. Among all RREPs, source selects the path which is traversed by the RREP of highest sequence number and of shortest hop-count for the communication. Blackhole attacker [1] exploits on-demand routing by dropping all received legitimate packets. Blackhole attacker drops the received RREQ and sends back false RREP with much higher sequence number towards source as if it has a valid route to destination, so that source select blackhole traversed highest sequence numbered path to communicate destination. After selecting data delivery route including blackhole attacker, when source try to send s necessary data to destination via blackhole attacker, blackhole attacker drops all data to disrupt the data delivery. We have considered the widely used AODV protocol [2] for on-demand routing.

Several existing proposals to protect AODV protocol against blackhole attack are based on threshold destination sequence number or RREP sequence number. In those proposals, source considers RREP as blackhole forwarded RREP if corresponding sequence number is higher than a threshold value. Again, if the sequence number of false RREP that forwarded by blackhole attacker is not higher than threshold value and is of highest sequence number within the threshold value with shortest hop count, source selects the blackhole forwarded false RREP for data delivery path. In some proposals, source relies on acknowledgement of data receiving event by destination and in some other proposals, a RREP sending node is evaluated by the checking of data delivery rate. In such cases, blackhole attacker initially imple-
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Further considered in the route discovery process as case of belief, or discarded from route discovery as the case of disbelief. As a result data delivery is done in secure manner. More research is needed to protect route discovery from several kinds of attacks. For further research, we will improve our proposed TOR model against other attacks in ad-hoc network.
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